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ABSTRACT

We show that the following bound is valid at any given energy:
1

1                                       7a  <a· + - [ (2   - 5)E  + f,(2  - 5)2 E 2 + 8(A - 2)a E} -1t-  2   2            0                0 2 0

Here. a  is the cross section for the production of n particles, E *n
0

maxn,3 an and n is the average multiplicity.  The bounds of Khuril)

on the Pomeranchuk intercept can. be obtained from this equation

under suitable assumptions'on c,E  and A.
20
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We wish to show in this note that at any given energy, there

exists an upper bound  for the_ total _cross section  a  in terms  of
1-.-.i.t-...n-  -3.-73 2        --azz':=3......$-       ---       --, J=./=:=,r _1XX=ZO===CE.-'I"./--::-+:

a:. ,E  and n where an is the cross section for n particle pro-
20 - -

duction, E = maxn>3 cn and n is the averae-_551.lip-ty·  The
0

.l)
.r - --'--1-

results of Khuri on the Pomeranchuk intercept aD(0).can be

recovered from this bound under suitable assumptions on c ,I  and
----.----

- 2     0

n.  The bound is a consequence of the definitions,of the various

quantities and does not require any knowledge of dynamics.  The

derivation employs an optimisation method apparently introduced

2)for the first time in particle physics by Martin Such methods

have since been refined and extensively used and are well known3)

to workers on bounds for scattering amplitudes.

The optimisation problem we wish to solve is the following:

Given a, max    a  =E  and2     n>3  n    o

20  + E na
2  n, 3

n
(1)n =

. c     +   I     a
2  n, 3  n

find the best possible upper bound for

't= C2  n 3 an                       
                  (2)

Let us write (1) in the form

E   (n-A) an - (A-2) ai
(3)

n>3

Then the problem is to choose an (n>3) consistent with (3) and
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the inequality O K a<E so as to maximize (2).-  n-  0

We expect at to be maximized when as many.of the an (n>3)

as possible are equal to E .  Now in (3), n-n isan increasing
0

function of n while the right hand side is fixed.

Therefore, loosely speaking, to have the maximum number of an equal

to r ,we should set c=E  for n=3,4,..., L and an =0 for n,L+1o                                               n         0
where L is to be determined by 4)

L

n13'(n-A) So = CA-2) a 2                                  (4)

Then we anticipate that

L
a<C+  E  E=a  + (L-2) E (5)

t   -       2         n=3 0            2                            0

It may be shown 2),3lthat (5) is indeed the best possible

upper bound under the conditions of the problem4l.

The solution of (4) for L-2 is
0,0. ·*

L- 2    =    ·      (ZA -5)     +    ·     {(2 - 5)2     +    8  (n-2)     r     } L                                                   (6 1

where the square root indicates the positive root.  Thus

1

at 5 92 +    (2 -5) E +·:·{(2 -5)2 E  + 8(A-2) a E }I] (7)
0                                                         20

Following Khuri , let us assume that1)
I                                                                                                                                                              „

E
E  < constant x a  s                                     (8)

0                                       2

for any E>0 and sufficiently large s.  Then, if the growth

of n with s is dynamically unrestricted, we find, using

A
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1

n f constant x s  and 28),
1

2 6
a  < constant x s  a  s                                 (9)t-        2

for large s.  Similarly, if n < constant x sE' for any E'> 0

as · s+oo

E,,ac) < constant x a s (10)t-          2

for   any   E"   >   0   as s+co. If we assume the asymptotic behaviors

Fp CO)-1 2ap(0)-20 0 constant. x.s and a 0 constant x s , (9)t                                         2

requires ap(0) 3  .while (10) requires·ap(0) > 1 consistent with

Khuri's analysis.

I am grateful to my colleagues at Syracuse University for

discussions and for suggesting to me to write this paper.

J.
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4)   The "solution" (6) of Eq. (4) may not give an integer value for

_L >netessitating:'. AJs.ligh€ f m6dificati:dn.of.E#&. (4) ,   (5.)  aiid. (7).
For a discussion of this point, see the cited references. We

ignore this inessential complication.
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